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Hills ejecta as a probe of the      
Milky Way potential

• One way to constrain the potential 
is through Hills stars, also known 
as hypervelocity stars 

• All known Hills stars are all young 
B-type stars in the halo (Brown et 
al. 2014, Zheng et al. 2014) 

• Since we know the orbit, we can 
constrain the potential (e.g. 
Gnedin et al. 2005) 

• What we need are local Hills 
candidates with accurate positions 
and 3D velocities. Brown et al. 
(2014) suggest as many as 250 
may lie in the solar neighbourhood
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of their rotation.

3.3. Mass and Luminosity Estimates

Given the observed rotation of the HVSs, we adopt
main sequence stellar evolution tracks to estimate their
masses and luminosities. Previously, we used photo-
metric colors and Padova tracks (Girardi et al. 2004;
Marigo et al. 2008) to estimate HVS luminosities. We
now use our spectroscopic Teff and log g with the same
tracks for consistency. We note that the latest version
of the Padova tracks adopt a different value for solar
metallicity (Bressan et al. 2012), but metallicity is one
of the least constrained of the HVSs’ stellar parameters.
Among the objects with echelle spectroscopy, HVS5 and
HVS8 provide no metallicity constraint because of their
fast rotation. HVS7 and HVS17 have peculiar abundance
patterns and so provide no metallicity constraint because
of diffusion processes in the radiative atmospheres of the
stars. Because these four HVSs are main sequence B
stars, however, they must have formed relatively recently
in the Milky Way, presumably with approximately solar
metallicity. Furthermore, the two HVSs with measurable
iron lines both have solar iron abundance. We therefore
adopt solar metallicity stellar evolution tracks for esti-
mating HVS parameters.
Figure 3 compares measured Teff and log g to solar

metallicity Padova tracks. The HVSs overlap the tracks
for 2.5 - 4 M⊙ main sequence stars, consistent with the
underlying color selection. HVS11 is the only significant
outlier. Its log g≃5 is suspiciously close to the edge of
the Kurucz model grid, but, if correct, may indicate that
HVS11 is an extremely low mass white dwarf like others
found in the HVS Survey (Kilic et al. 2007a; Brown et al.
2013b). HVS11 shows no short- or long-term velocity
variability, however, arguing against the low mass white
dwarf interpretation.
We estimate stellar mass and luminosity using a Monte

Carlo calculation to propagate the spectroscopic Teff and
log g uncertainties through the tracks. Thus the param-
eters for objects like HVS11, HVS12, and HVS19, which
sit below the main sequence tracks, are determined by
the portion of their error ellipse that falls on the tracks.
Table 1 summarizes the stellar mass and luminosity es-
timates.
Our spectroscopic luminosity estimates are formally

no more precise than our old photometric estimates,
but they are arguably more accurate. The mean uncer-
tainty of our spectroscopic absolute magnitude is ±0.32
mag; the uncertainty of the photometric absolute mag-
nitude is ±0.25 mag. The difference between the spec-
troscopic and photometric absolute magnitude Mg esti-
mates is 0.0± 0.39 mag; the dispersion is consistent with
the sum of the uncertainties. HVS1 happens to be one
of the most discrepant objects: HVS1’s relatively red
(u−g) color corresponds to a star with Mg,phot = +0.42,
yet its hydrogen Balmer lines correspond to a star with
Mg,spec = −0.35. We adopt the spectroscopic estimate
throughout. Spectroscopic line profiles are immune to is-
sues such as photometric conditions and filter zero-point
calibrations. Thus we consider spectroscopic measures
of Teff and log g provide the more accurate estimates of
Mg.

4. HVS SPATIAL AND FLIGHT TIME DISTRIBUTIONS

Fig. 5.— Galactic rest frame velocity vrf versus Galactocentric
distance R. We adopt the escape velocity derived from the updated
Kenyon et al. (2008) three component bulge-disk-halo model; we
show the scaled circular velocity profile measured by Gnedin et al.
(2010) for comparison. Unbound HVSs are marked by magenta
stars; possible bound HVSs are marked by blue circles. Filled
symbols are those objects clumped together around Leo. Dotted
lines are isochrones of flight time from the Galactic center.

The spatial and flight time distributions of HVSs can
place useful constraints on their origin. We begin by
adopting an escape velocity profile for the Milky Way to
define our sample of 21 unbound HVSs. The unbound
2.5 - 4 M⊙ HVSs we observe imply there are ≃100 such
HVSs over the entire sky within R < 100 kpc. The ratio
of HVS flight time to main sequence lifetime implies that
the HVSs are ejected at random times during their lives.
Thus the apparent number of HVSs must be corrected
for their finite lifetimes.
The unbound HVSs exhibit a remarkable spatial

anisotropy on the sky: half of the HVSs lie within a re-
gion only 15◦ in radius. However, this apparent grouping
of HVSs is equally likely to share a common flight time
as to be ejected continuously.

4.1. HVS Spatial Distribution

We calculate HVS Galacto-centric radial distances, R,
assuming the Sun is at R = 8 kpc. Table 1 summarizes
the results. Figure 5 displays the Galacto-centric radial
distances as a function of minimum Galactic rest frame
velocity vrf . Our average 32% absolute magnitude un-
certainty corresponds to a 16% distance uncertainty.
Figure 6 visualizes the spatial distribution of HVSs in

Galactic cylindrical coordinates. The y-axis in Figure
6 is the vertical distance above the disk, the x-axis is
the radial distance along the disk, and the length of the
arrows indicates the relative motion of the HVSs. The
HVSs are presently located at the arrow tips, and span
a large range of distances. Arrows drawn in magenta are
the HVSs located in the clump around the constellation
Leo. To properly establish our sample of unbound HVSs
we must define the escape velocity of the Milky Way.

4.2. Galactic Escape Velocity

The escape velocity of the Milky Way varies with dis-
tance because of the Galaxy’s extended mass distribu-

Brown et al. (2014)



• We know of many runaway stars,  
i.e. stars that have been ejected 
from the disc 

• Looking at the 3D velocities of 
metal-rich ([Fe/H]>-0.8) stars in 
SDSS, we identify outliers 

• We find ~10 candidate hypervelocity 
stars, but these are not consistent 
with GC ejection (see also Palladino 
et al. 2014, Zhong et al. 2014) 

• More importantly, we find 10-20 
stars which are consistent with 
Galactic centre ejection

Red runaways
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Figure 4. Trends in fundamental properties [T
eff

, [Fe/H]] and orbital crossing properties [crossing velocity and Galactic radius] of the
stars as a function of their likelihood [see Figure 3]. We see that outliers [black] are: hotter, more metal deficient, have faster crossing
speeds, and more probably crossed last at smaller radii than the natural stars [pink].

Figure 5. The last point of Galactic plane crossing for our objects.
The grayscale density is a logarithmically weighted hexbin of all
of the objects crossing points. The objects that we observe seem
most densely concentrated on an orbit similar to that of the sun.
Notice that there is a surplus of objects observed coming from the
Galactic center as opposed to traveling inward. The dashed line
indicates an 8 kpc radius circle about the Galactic center [the star].
The contours follow the color scheme of the prior two plots: natural
stars are indicated in pink, and outliers are black. The contours
show the 2� limits for the crossing areas of the objects. The natural
stars follow the local rotation, while the outliers show a preference
to originate from more Galactocentric regions.

color scheme of these contours is the same as in Figures
3 and 4 [natural stars are pink, outliers are black]. From
this figure we can see how the outliers tend to be travel-
ing outward from the central regions of the Galaxy; while
natural stars tend to be traveling along the local rotation

vector.

4.1.1. A Case Against a Temperature Based Systematic Bias

The trend for likelihoods to di↵er with temperature
could be an indication of an underlying bias in some of
our calculations. More specifically, there is a worry that
our distance estimates are systematically too high or too
low for certain spectral types. To investigate this, in
Figure 6 we plot calculated cylindrical velocities, proper
motions, radial velocities and calculated likelihoods as a
function of distance from the Galactic plane. The data
are split into two groups: stars with temperatures below
5000 K, and stars with temperatures above 5700 K.
We find that at all distances from the plane, the ro-

tational velocity, v�, is consistent between the two pop-
ulations with the early type stars having slightly larger
spreads in their velocities. This implies that neither stel-
lar group is being over or under distanced with respect
to the other. Further, we find that at all distances from
the plane, the proper motions are similar in magnitude
and dispersion; but the radial velocity estimates for the
early type stars are more dispersed. This means that the
calculated dispersions in the velocities are an e↵ect of the
precise radial velocity measurements and not due to some
problem with the proper motion measurements. This ra-
dial velocity dispersion di↵erence is manifest in the vZ
measurements, where the early type stars are more dis-
persed than the late type stars [considering that our sur-
vey area is two cones directed out of the plane]. Finally
we see that the likelihood at any given distance from the
plane is always lower for early type stars – this is well ex-
plained by the early type stars being kinematically hotter
than the late type stars.
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4.1.1. A Case Against a Temperature Based Systematic Bias

The trend for likelihoods to di↵er with temperature
could be an indication of an underlying bias in some of
our calculations. More specifically, there is a worry that
our distance estimates are systematically too high or too
low for certain spectral types. To investigate this, in
Figure 6 we plot calculated cylindrical velocities, proper
motions, radial velocities and calculated likelihoods as a
function of distance from the Galactic plane. The data
are split into two groups: stars with temperatures below
5000 K, and stars with temperatures above 5700 K.
We find that at all distances from the plane, the ro-

tational velocity, v�, is consistent between the two pop-
ulations with the early type stars having slightly larger
spreads in their velocities. This implies that neither stel-
lar group is being over or under distanced with respect
to the other. Further, we find that at all distances from
the plane, the proper motions are similar in magnitude
and dispersion; but the radial velocity estimates for the
early type stars are more dispersed. This means that the
calculated dispersions in the velocities are an e↵ect of the
precise radial velocity measurements and not due to some
problem with the proper motion measurements. This ra-
dial velocity dispersion di↵erence is manifest in the vZ
measurements, where the early type stars are more dis-
persed than the late type stars [considering that our sur-
vey area is two cones directed out of the plane]. Finally
we see that the likelihood at any given distance from the
plane is always lower for early type stars – this is well ex-
plained by the early type stars being kinematically hotter
than the late type stars.

Vickers, Smith & Grebel (2014)



• The main stumbling block 
is the potential fallibility of 
proper motions 

• These candidates passed 
a number of cuts (e.g. 
consistency between 
catalogues, stars not in 
crowded fields, etc) 

• Ideally, we need a robust 
catalogue, such as from 
SDSS Stripe 82 (Bramich 
et al. 2008, Koposov et al. 
2013)

Stripe 82 astrometry
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Figure 1. Left panels: normalized histogram of proper motions of spectroscopic QSOs measured relative to the photometric QSOs normalized by the error bar provided
by the modeling. Red lines are Gaussians with zero mean and unity dispersion. Blue dashed curves show the histograms of the proper motions of spectroscopic QSOs
from Bramich et al. (2008). Central panels: the median proper motion of spectroscopic QSOs relative to the photometric QSOs vs. their color difference. Right panels:
the measured error bars on the proper motions as a function of the r band magnitude. The red lines show the median values of our measurement errors. The blue
dashed lines show the median of proper-motion errors from Bramich et al. (2008).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

2009; Watkins et al. 2009). The Stripe 82 data set has also
been used by Bramich et al. (2008) to derive proper motions.
This light-motion catalog was subsequently exploited to build
reduced proper-motion diagrams (Vidrih et al. 2007) and analyze
kinematical properties of Galactic disk and halo populations
(Smith et al. 2009a, 2009b, 2012).

Even so, the proper-motion measurements pioneered by
Bramich et al. (2008) can be improved. For the bulk proper
motion of Sgr, we are interested in the statistical properties of
a large ensemble of faint tracers, so proper motions with the
smallest possible systematic errors are highly desirable. The
original catalog by Bramich does not provide proper motions
for stars fainter than r ∼ 20.5 and is known to have some
noticeable systematics. Since the Sgr stream has a very large
number of tracers in Stripe 82 (Watkins et al. 2009), we do not
require a proper-motion measurement for every star, but rather
need small systematic errors and well understood error bars for
an ensemble. For this purpose, it makes sense to measure the
proper motions relative to quasars (QSOs).

Stripe 82 has a number of both spectroscopically and pho-
tometrically identified QSOs. In this work, we have used the
catalog of spectroscopic QSOs from Schneider et al. (2010) and
the sample of photometrically identified QSOs from Richards
et al. (2009) to extract denizens of Stripe 82. The purity of the
spectroscopic catalog of QSOs is guaranteed—all the objects
are QSOs and must have zero proper motion. However, the pho-
tometric catalog is known to have some contamination by stars.
In order to minimize contaminants, we use the cut good !1,
as recommended by Richards et al. (2009). This guarantees a
small stellar contamination, certainly <5%.

2.1. Relative Proper Motions

Given a sample of QSOs each with zero proper motion, then
for each star in the vicinity of the QSO, we may determine
the proper motion relative to the quasar. As an input catalog
for the stars, we took the Stripe 82 co-add data set (Annis
et al. 2011), from which we select primary objects, classified
by the SDSS pipeline as stars. The individual source detec-
tions are taken from the Stripe 82 portion of the SDSS DR7

database (O’Mullane et al. 2005) using only those fields hav-
ing acceptable and good data quality flags. Matching co-
added sources to detections at individual epochs is done with
the 0.5 arcsec radius using the Q3C module for the PostgreSQL
database (Koposov & Bartunov 2006). This procedure makes
the catalog incomplete for high proper motion objects (with
proper motions "100 mas yr−1), but we are not interested in
such objects in our current study.

Then, for each pair (star, QSO) observed multiple times by
SDSS within one field, we analyze the positional offsets and
errors. For the right ascension, these are defined via

∆i = αstar,i − αQSO,i ,

σ∆,i =
!
σ 2

α,star,i + σ 2
α,QSO,i

"1/2 (1)

with similar equations for the declination. The model for the
positional offsets is
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2πσ
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−
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where µ is the proper motion of the star, t is the date of the
observation, f is the fraction of outliers, and σ is the scatter
around the linear relation, whilst R(∆) is the rectangular function
to account for the outliers.

The resulting likelihood is then minimized with respect to
the four parameters µ, ∆0, f, σ with the error bars determined
from the Hessian at the minimum. Repeating this procedure for
the offsets in declination gives us the proper motions and their
errors, µα , σµ,α , µδ , σµ,δ for all the sources with a spectroscopic
or a photometric QSO nearby.

2.2. Systematic Errors in the Proper Motions

After performing the computation of the proper motion for
individual stars, and before trying to measure the statistical
proper motions for ensembles of stars, it is important to check for
the presence of possible systematics, as well as to examine the
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by the modeling. Red lines are Gaussians with zero mean and unity dispersion. Blue dashed curves show the histograms of the proper motions of spectroscopic QSOs
from Bramich et al. (2008). Central panels: the median proper motion of spectroscopic QSOs relative to the photometric QSOs vs. their color difference. Right panels:
the measured error bars on the proper motions as a function of the r band magnitude. The red lines show the median values of our measurement errors. The blue
dashed lines show the median of proper-motion errors from Bramich et al. (2008).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 1. Left panels: normalized histogram of proper motions of spectroscopic QSOs measured relative to the photometric QSOs normalized by the error bar provided
by the modeling. Red lines are Gaussians with zero mean and unity dispersion. Blue dashed curves show the histograms of the proper motions of spectroscopic QSOs
from Bramich et al. (2008). Central panels: the median proper motion of spectroscopic QSOs relative to the photometric QSOs vs. their color difference. Right panels:
the measured error bars on the proper motions as a function of the r band magnitude. The red lines show the median values of our measurement errors. The blue
dashed lines show the median of proper-motion errors from Bramich et al. (2008).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 1. Left panels: normalized histogram of proper motions of spectroscopic QSOs measured relative to the photometric QSOs normalized by the error bar provided
by the modeling. Red lines are Gaussians with zero mean and unity dispersion. Blue dashed curves show the histograms of the proper motions of spectroscopic QSOs
from Bramich et al. (2008). Central panels: the median proper motion of spectroscopic QSOs relative to the photometric QSOs vs. their color difference. Right panels:
the measured error bars on the proper motions as a function of the r band magnitude. The red lines show the median values of our measurement errors. The blue
dashed lines show the median of proper-motion errors from Bramich et al. (2008).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

2009; Watkins et al. 2009). The Stripe 82 data set has also
been used by Bramich et al. (2008) to derive proper motions.
This light-motion catalog was subsequently exploited to build
reduced proper-motion diagrams (Vidrih et al. 2007) and analyze
kinematical properties of Galactic disk and halo populations
(Smith et al. 2009a, 2009b, 2012).

Even so, the proper-motion measurements pioneered by
Bramich et al. (2008) can be improved. For the bulk proper
motion of Sgr, we are interested in the statistical properties of
a large ensemble of faint tracers, so proper motions with the
smallest possible systematic errors are highly desirable. The
original catalog by Bramich does not provide proper motions
for stars fainter than r ∼ 20.5 and is known to have some
noticeable systematics. Since the Sgr stream has a very large
number of tracers in Stripe 82 (Watkins et al. 2009), we do not
require a proper-motion measurement for every star, but rather
need small systematic errors and well understood error bars for
an ensemble. For this purpose, it makes sense to measure the
proper motions relative to quasars (QSOs).

Stripe 82 has a number of both spectroscopically and pho-
tometrically identified QSOs. In this work, we have used the
catalog of spectroscopic QSOs from Schneider et al. (2010) and
the sample of photometrically identified QSOs from Richards
et al. (2009) to extract denizens of Stripe 82. The purity of the
spectroscopic catalog of QSOs is guaranteed—all the objects
are QSOs and must have zero proper motion. However, the pho-
tometric catalog is known to have some contamination by stars.
In order to minimize contaminants, we use the cut good !1,
as recommended by Richards et al. (2009). This guarantees a
small stellar contamination, certainly <5%.

2.1. Relative Proper Motions

Given a sample of QSOs each with zero proper motion, then
for each star in the vicinity of the QSO, we may determine
the proper motion relative to the quasar. As an input catalog
for the stars, we took the Stripe 82 co-add data set (Annis
et al. 2011), from which we select primary objects, classified
by the SDSS pipeline as stars. The individual source detec-
tions are taken from the Stripe 82 portion of the SDSS DR7

database (O’Mullane et al. 2005) using only those fields hav-
ing acceptable and good data quality flags. Matching co-
added sources to detections at individual epochs is done with
the 0.5 arcsec radius using the Q3C module for the PostgreSQL
database (Koposov & Bartunov 2006). This procedure makes
the catalog incomplete for high proper motion objects (with
proper motions "100 mas yr−1), but we are not interested in
such objects in our current study.

Then, for each pair (star, QSO) observed multiple times by
SDSS within one field, we analyze the positional offsets and
errors. For the right ascension, these are defined via

∆i = αstar,i − αQSO,i ,

σ∆,i =
!
σ 2

α,star,i + σ 2
α,QSO,i

"1/2 (1)

with similar equations for the declination. The model for the
positional offsets is

P (∆|t, ∆0, µ, σ, f ) = f R(∆)

+
1 − f√

2πσ
exp

#

−
$

∆ − ∆0 − µ t

σ

%2
&

(2)

where µ is the proper motion of the star, t is the date of the
observation, f is the fraction of outliers, and σ is the scatter
around the linear relation, whilst R(∆) is the rectangular function
to account for the outliers.

The resulting likelihood is then minimized with respect to
the four parameters µ, ∆0, f, σ with the error bars determined
from the Hessian at the minimum. Repeating this procedure for
the offsets in declination gives us the proper motions and their
errors, µα , σµ,α , µδ , σµ,δ for all the sources with a spectroscopic
or a photometric QSO nearby.

2.2. Systematic Errors in the Proper Motions

After performing the computation of the proper motion for
individual stars, and before trying to measure the statistical
proper motions for ensembles of stars, it is important to check for
the presence of possible systematics, as well as to examine the
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• Use Stripe 82 proper motions 
and SDSS spectroscopy to hunt 
for Hills candidates 

• We estimate distances 
photometrically and integrate 
their orbits to find the last disc 
crossing, incorporating all 
uncertainties 

• From a total of 13k stars we find 
a few interesting candidates 

• If this is a Hills star, then it was 
ejected at 490 km/s

Zhang et al. (in prep)
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Hills ejecta in SDSS Stripe 82



What if we have no spectra?

• However, only around 5% of 
stars in Stripe 82 have spectra, 
so how can we identify the 
Hills stars hidden in this 
sample? 

• We calculate the last disc 
crossing as a function of the 
unknown radial velocity 

• Follow up the good candidates 
with spectroscopy, identifying 
a number of good candidates, 
e.g. this star with [Fe/H] = -0.4 
& ejection velocity of 560 km/s
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Looking ahead
• Gaia will drive a revolution 

in this field, allowing us to 
constrain the potential 

• However, we still need 
radial velocities 

- LAMOST survey now in 
its 3rd year, obtaining 
1M spectra per year 

- First international data 
release due in January, 
with vR & parameters 
for 1M stars 

• There are many other 
exciting future projects…
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